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Foundations of a Jewish 
Economic eory

osef itzhak ifshitz

The conventional wisdom about Israeli society, repeated almost daily 
 by political leaders, commentators, and social activists, asserts that 

the greatest problem facing Israel is not terrorism, or the dissonance be-
tween religious and secular Jews, but the ever-widening gap between rich 
and poor—in short, the lack of what has long been called “social justice.” 
It is this view which has served, more than anything else, to lend support 
to an unusually high level of taxation in Israel in order to finance a highly 
developed welfare state, and to perpetuate in Israel many of the central 
principles of socialism.

In defending this belief, many Israelis enlist Jewish tradition in their 
cause. Judaism is concerned with caring for the needy, it is said. erefore, 
it looks to remedy or eliminate the differences in income that are the true 
cause of poverty. Since the wealthy tend to be callous and greedy, and are 
moreover undeserving of their wealth because they are callous and greedy, 
they cannot and should not be entrusted with taking care of the poor as in 
the old days. Only a state that acts to improve the condition of the poor 
through taxation and even strives for economic equality among its citizens, 
it is argued, can be genuinely “Jewish.”
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is tendency to identify Judaism with the aims of socialism is not new. 
In the nineteenth century, Jewish thinkers found in this activist and anti-
clerical movement the raw material for the forging of a new, modern Jewish 
identity. “Judaism—any trace of haughtiness or aristocracy is foreign to it,” 
wrote Moses Hess in 1862. “e Jewish spirit is a social-democratic spirit 
down to its very essence.”1 Judaism was depicted by many as a synonym for 
social justice and equality, and the Jews—no strangers to suffering—as the 
natural bearers of the torch of social reform. As the Labor Zionist leader 
Chaim Arlosoroff explained in 1916, “e folk socialism of the Jews, the 
noble spirit of the history of our people, the rule of the ideas of justice and 
human liberty in the spiritual development of Judaism, the spiritual quality 
which the Jews acquired over generations, their cultural consciousness and 
lofty aspiration for freedom—all these empower them to lead the fight for 
idealistic socialism.”2 It is no surprise, then, that the struggle for economic 
equality became a central pillar of the new Jewish state’s worldview, find-
ing expression in severe limitations and regulations in the sphere of private 
ownership, on the one hand, and heavy taxation—the lifeblood of the new 
social order—on the other.

In what follows, I will argue that this popular identification between 
Judaism and socialism is a false one. As I hope to show, the two central 
ideas which sustain the socialist redistribution of wealth—the limitation 
of individual property rights and the dream of economic equality—are 
alien to both the laws and the spirit of Judaism as reflected in the Hebrew 
Bible and the rabbinic tradition. Policies that derive from these principles, 
moreover, work to undermine a different economic ideal which the Jewish 
tradition has sought to advance. us while Judaism undoubtedly empha-
sizes concern for the needy—“for the stranger, for the fatherless, and for 
the widow”—through the commandment to give charity and numerous 
other precepts, this is not to be confused with the fundamental limitation of 
property rights in the interests of the poor.3 Nowhere does Jewish tradition 
call for the restructuring of society or the imposition of economic equality, 
even as an ideal.
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But if the historical roots of socialism are not to be found in Judaism, 
then where do they come from? is is not an easy question to answer, 
and it is never a simple task to measure the impact of ideas in history. Yet 
it is difficult to ignore the fact that the most notable antecedents for these 
socialist ideas appear not in the Jewish sources, but in the doctrines of the 
very Catholic Church against which socialism had originally sought to array 
itself. e Church Fathers had a clear view of man’s place in the world, ac-
cording to which the individual’s accumulation of wealth was seen as a form 
of injustice, and his rights to property were clearly limited by the needs of 
the poor. In the classical Christian view, man should not keep more than he 
needs to live modestly, and property should be made available to the needy, 
even in contravention of the owner’s wishes.

Jewish tradition, in contrast, takes a positive view of both the institution 
of ownership and the accumulation of wealth. It respects economic success, 
seeing it as both a blessing and the basis of normative life on earth—so 
long, that is, as it is obtained honestly, and proper respect is shown for the 
social responsibility that accompanies it. In what follows, I will explore 
the basic tenets of a Jewish economics, and will make in this context the 
following three arguments: (i) As opposed to the classical Christian view, 
which extols self-denial and opposes the accumulation of private wealth, 
Judaism presents a contrary ideal, according to which man must exert con-
trol over the material in order to realize his divine potential as having been 
created “in God’s image”; (ii) this view is reflected in the Jewish approach 
to property, according to which the right of individual ownership and the 
accumulation of wealth is seen as a means of fulfilling man’s responsibility 
in the world; and (iii) the obligation to care for the poor stems from this same 
sense of responsibility, and is expressed through the act of tzedaka, or char-
ity, in which the individual voluntarily gives away the fruits of his labor out 
of concern for his fellow man. e Jewish concept of charitable giving does 
not impinge on property rights, but rather expresses the individual’s moral 
duty as a responsible person—a strong and productive individual who pro-
vides for himself and his family through honest means, on the one hand, 
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and gives of his time and money out of generosity and a sense of concern, 
on the other. Charity, in the Jewish view, thus suggests an ideal that differs 
sharply from that of classical Christianity, one which flows from a radically 
different view of man’s place in the world and what it means to have been 
created in God’s image. 

In order to appreciate the gulf that separates the Jewish econom-
ic understanding from the common misperceptions of it, we must 
first take a look at the ideas which guided the Catholic traditions of 
property, wealth, and charity for many centuries before the Protestant 
Reformation and the rise of the modern era. It was this Catholic approach 
which, in all likelihood, had a decisive impact on the socialist movement in 
Europe and, in turn, on modern European Jewry. And its traces can still 
be felt in the calls for social justice that are frequently heard in the public 
debate in Israel and throughout the Jewish world, often in the name of 
Judaism itself.

II

The classical Christian view of private ownership and the accumula-
 tion of wealth is grounded in a theology that rejects the sovereignty 

of man over things in this world. God is at the center of everything, and 
therefore the idea that man was created in God’s image does not speak to his 
productive potential on earth, but rather only to his ability to come closer to 
God in heaven, and to serve in the world as a channel of divine grace. Man, 
according to this view, is a wretched being. He lacks the ability to redeem 
himself; he is dependent always on God’s grace.4 According to the Church 
Fathers, after the fall of Adam and Eve, man lost his dominion over the ani-
mals of the sea and the air, and by extension over all earthly property. e 
only road to salvation, then, is for man to undertake acts that make him a 
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conduit of divine grace. In this way, human achievement is the product not 
of his own defective nature, but of the grace that acts through his agency.

is position, which was the dominant Christian view prior to the 
sixteenth century, rejects the notion of human control over the world, as 
well as that of human creativity. e phrase “in God’s image” is interpreted 
in terms of the potential in every man: As the possibility of attaining God’s 
grace, and the opportunity to merit God’s mercy. is is a potential that all 
people are given in equal measure. e only thing that prevents man from 
being saved is sin, and because the nature and extent of each man’s sin dif-
fers, so too does the nature and extent of his closeness to God. It can thus 
be said that, according to the classical Christian view, it is not man’s creation 
in God’s image that makes him unique, but rather his sin.5

is view had a major impact on the meaning and limits of private 
property in Catholic doctrine. According to the early Christian authorities, 
original sin had the effect of rendering all human beings depraved, and 
making it wrong for men to rule over one another. Since private ownership 
is inherently a form of control, it was considered problematic. e Church 
Fathers did allow for individuals to possess some property, since God in his 
grace permitted man to use that which he requires for the fulfillment of his 
basic needs. However, true title to all property belongs to God. 

It was in this spirit that Augustine, writing in the fifth century, respond-
ed to the Donatist heretics who complained when the emperor confiscated 
their property:

Since every earthly possession can be rightly retained only on the ground 
either of divine right, according to which all things belong to the Right-
eous [i.e., God], or of human right, which is in the jurisdiction of the 
kings of the earth, you are mistaken in calling those things yours which 
you do not possess....6

In other words, while the individual is permitted to possess property for his 
own, personal use, true ownership belongs only to God.
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Since Christianity’s earliest days, then, individual ownership rights were 
severely circumscribed. By making ownership of property conditional upon 
its proper use—that is, for meeting one’s basic needs—the Church Fathers 
raised the possibility that improper use would cause the forfeiture of one’s 
claim to his own property. Property, inasmuch as it exists at all, exists not 
as dominion but as license of use; if property is misused, the ownership is 
invalidated, and the property can, in theory at least, be confiscated in order 
to put it to better use. It follows from this that the unlimited accumulation 
of property is considered wrongful: One who has more than he needs has 
too much. Individual wealth is an affront to the principle of the equality of 
mankind, and an affront to God himself, who in his mercy granted man 
permission to possess property solely on condition that it be used appropri-
ately. As Augustine writes:

Do we not convict all those who enjoy things they have acquired legiti-
mately and who do not know how to use them, of possessing the property 
of another? For that certainly is not the property of another which is pos-
sessed rightly, but that which is possessed rightly is possessed justly, and 
that is possessed justly which is possessed well. erefore, all that which 
is badly possessed is the property of another, but he possesses badly who 
uses badly.7

Excess property, or property possessed by one who does not need it yet 
refuses to give it to the poor, is judged by Augustine to be improperly used.  
Augustine’s teacher Ambrose, one of the fourth century’s eminent Church 
Fathers, went so far as to say, “It is no less a crime to take from him that has, 
than to refuse to succor the needy....”8 By drawing a legal equivalence be-
tween refusing to give charity and stealing, Ambrose further circumscribed 
the boundaries of private ownership, not only condemning the accumula-
tion of excessive wealth, but also granting legitimacy to the poor who would 
steal from those rich who refuse to give of their wealth freely. In effect, the 
Church made the forcible appropriation of an individual’s property on 
behalf of the poor a legitimate act. 
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Ambrose’s approach typified the Church’s regard for material wealth, 
an approach that was crystallized in the teaching of Isidore of Seville in 
the seventh century.9 His view gained acceptance among later Christian 
philosophers: In the thirteenth century, omas Aquinas concluded his 
deliberations on the subject of property by adopting the teachings of his 
mentors, according to which property must be defined in terms of an item’s 
use, and not in terms of the item itself.10 Accordingly, the only possible jus-
tification for ownership is man’s need for a particular item. It follows that an 
item’s improper use nullifies the privilege of ownership altogether. For this 
reason, excessive wealth is akin to stealing from the public. Accumulation of 
property is allowed only on condition that whatever is not needed be made 
available to the poor.11

e Christian view of private ownership became only more radical as 
a result of internal Church politics in the thirteenth century. In response 
to the Church’s emergence as an economic and political world power, 
Francis of Assisi decreed in 1209 that members of his order would take 
a vow of poverty—a practice which would become standard throughout 
the Catholic clergy. Later this vow would be expanded among many to 
include a ban on even touching money, except when helping the most needy. 
Whereas a wide debate ensued between the Franciscans and the Church 
over whether even the Church itself must disavow its vast wealth, there 
was nonetheless a consensus among Catholics against wealth among 
individuals. 

Catholicism based this approach on a limited view of man’s role in the 
world. For if man is indelibly tainted by sin, he surely cannot expect to 
have a significant positive impact on the world around him; he must accept 
that with which God entrusted him, taking for himself only the minimum 
required to meet his needs. It was only during the Reformation in the six-
teenth century that thinkers such as Martin Luther and John Calvin offered 
readings of the Hebrew scriptures in support of a wider view of private 
ownership. Nevertheless, even these reformers remained true to the classic 
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Christian contention that despite a more fulsome idea of property rights, 
the true owner of all property remains God himself. ey, too, saw man as 
inherently and irreparably sinful, and therefore his designs on changing the 
world must be limited.12

III

Unlike the classical Christian position, Jewish tradition is insistent that 
 man can, and should, have a powerful impact upon the material 

world. is insistence plays itself out in a vastly different view of property 
rights. Like Christianity, Judaism begins with the idea that man was created 
“in God’s image.” In Judaism, however, these words are read in an altogether 
different light. 

In the Jewish view, the body and soul of every person are rooted in the 
material world. e fact of his alone having been created in God’s image, 
however, elevates his material existence. His inherent godliness sets man 
apart from all other creatures on earth: He is not merely flesh and blood, 
but rather a “portion from God above,”13 an earthly being who contains an 
element of the divine essence. is unique combination of the human and 
divine does not mean that man should cut himself off from the material 
world or direct all his actions toward God; on the contrary, man’s place is 
here, in this world, as an integral part of material existence. Man is obligated 
to express his dominion over creation, to channel his efforts towards worldly 
action, and in the process to elevate the material world to a higher level. 

Man’s dominion finds expression, first of all, through his enjoyment 
of the good of creation. Whereas the Christian view permits man to de-
rive benefit only according to his need, the Jewish sources teach that man 
is entitled, even obligated, to take pleasure in the world. is is not an 
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endorsement of hedonism; rather, the aim is to enable man to actualize 
the potential hidden in creation, and thereby to bring the work of creation 
to completion. By benefiting from the world, man infuses it with spir-
itual content, which serves as a link between the Creator and creation. “If 
one sees beautiful creatures and beautiful trees,” the Talmud teaches, “he 
says: ‘Blessed is he who has such in his world.’”14 is is not simply an 
expression of gratitude, but an act of elevation of the mundane. is is why 
the rabbis taught that “man will have to account for all that he sees with his 
eyes and does not partake of.”15 When we deny ourselves the experiences 
of this world, even the simplest of pleasures, we cut creation off from its 
higher source, and condemn it to a crude, brutish existence. Judaism insists 
that man not limit himself to his bare necessities, but instead delight in the 
goodness of the world as an expression of his dominion over it.

Beyond benefiting from the world, however, dominion means that man 
is also obligated to take responsibility for protecting and preserving it. e 
rabbis put it most succinctly in the following parable: 

In the hour that God created man, he stood him before all the trees of the 
Garden of Eden and said, “See the works of my hands, how beautiful and 
wondrous they are. All that I created, I created for you. Yet take care not to 
spoil or destroy my world, for if you do, no one will repair it.”16

Man is called upon to take care of his world because it is given to him as a 
responsible being. When God created Adam and Eve, he commanded them 
to “have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the birds of the air.”17

Indeed, the Jewish tradition makes clear that man’s authority over all other 
creatures is unequivocal. Yet, at the same time, he is enjoined to act respon-
sibly in the material realm. When God placed man in the Garden of Eden, 
he commanded him “to work it and to keep it”—to derive benefit from it, 
but also to protect it for future generations.18

Man’s sense of dominion, however, is most vividly expressed not in the 
benefit he derives from the world or his protection of it, but in his unique 
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ability as a creator—the most important manifestation of his having been creator—the most important manifestation of his having been creator
created in God’s image. e Church Fathers held that the world belongs to 
God, and man in his state of sinfulness has no right to control it. Judaism, 
however, insists that man is required not only to be involved in the world, 
but also to perfect it through creative acts. According to Judaism, man’s 
creative development of the world is the ultimate expression of his unique 
status. Man is obligated, to use the idiom of the rabbis, to “create worlds”:

So said the Holy One to the righteous, “You are like me… I create worlds 
and revive the dead, and so do you.”19

e power of mankind, according to the rabbinic view, is nearly unlimited. 
Like God, who “renews creation each and every day,” 20 man, too, is invested 
with the supreme power to create worlds. As such, he reshapes reality in ac-
cordance with his human spirit—a spirit which in its godliness brings the 
material world to fulfillment through its elevation. In this way, man plays an 
integral part in the process of creation, a process that cannot be brought to 
completion without human intervention. “All that was created during the 
six days that God created the world,” says the Midrash, “still requires work.” 
Even the smallest, seemingly trivial things require man’s contribution for 
their completion. “Even mustard seed must be sweetened, and wheat must 
be ground.”21 e ultimate act of creation, however, is undoubtedly that of 
human procreation: Man and woman bring another creative soul into the 
world, the ultimate expression of human godliness. In this way they, like 
God, “create worlds and revive the dead,” and become true partners in the 
act of creation.22

Man’s role, according to Judaism, is thus distinctly informed by the 
notion that he, having been created in God’s image, is to have dominion 
over the world—a dominion that expresses itself through his obligation 
to benefit from it, to take responsibility for it, and to perfect it through 
creative acts. 
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Judaism, however, does not restrict itself to establishing the role of men 
as individuals. One of Judaism’s central aims is to create a certain kind of 
society, one that is best suited to man’s unique role. is means that the idea 
of human dominion will express itself not just through theory and parable, 
but also through law. Perhaps the most important legal institution in this 
regard, which forms the very foundation of society from the Jewish perspec-
tive, is the institution of private property. 

IV

The creation of man in God’s image, and his consequent duty to 
 exercise dominion over the world, are the foundations upon which 

the Jewish concept of property rests. In contrast to the classical Christian 
view, in which ownership is conditional and relates to the manner of an ob-
ject’s use, the right to private property in Judaism is nearly absolute, and can 
be restricted only in the most extreme circumstances. In accordance with 
man’s role in the world, it is only through the protection of the individual’s 
property that human beings will be able to actualize the divine image within 
them and act as full partners in creation. 

Property, understood as full dominion over an object, is thus a central 
pillar of Jewish law, and its protection is a recurring theme in the Bible and 
the rabbinic teachings. e significance with which the Tora invests the 
right of ownership is evident in the numerous prohibitions pertaining to 
the property of others: e commandment, “You shall not remove your 
neighbor’s boundary mark”23 establishes the prohibition against stealing 
land; “You shall not have in your pocket different weights, large or small. 
You shall not have in your house different grain weights, large or small.... 
All who do such things… are an abomination to the Eternal your God,”24

prohibits the acquisition of property through fraud; “You shall not see your 
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brother’s ox or his sheep go astray, and hide yourself from them: You shall 
surely bring them back to your brother”25 prohibits the neglect of other 
people’s property even when it is not in your care, and obligates the return 
of lost items. By declaring as criminal anything that results in the loss of 
other people’s property, the Tora emphasizes the importance accorded to 
the institution of private property. is is expressed as a general principle 
in a number of verses in the Tora, such as: “You shall not steal” and “You 
shall not defraud your neighbor, nor rob him.”26 e lengths to which the 
Tora goes to encourage a respect for private possessions, however, is demon-
strated most sharply in the Tenth Commandment: “You shall not covet your 
neighbor’s house… or his ox, or his ass, or anything that belongs to your 
neighbor.”27 Here the prohibition goes beyond the unlawful acquisition of 
property to include even the “coveting” of another’s possessions.28

Further evidence of the high regard in which Judaism holds private 
property can be found in the punishments which are meted out in the Bible 
to those who undermine the social order through their flagrant disregard 
for it. Such, for example, is the attitude taken by the prophet Elijah against 
King Ahab for his mistreatment of Naboth the Jezreelite in the book of 
Kings. Ahab is cited repeatedly in the text for his worship of the pagan gods 
Baal and the Ashera, but his most important sin, for which he is stripped of 
his kingdom, is the murder of Naboth for the sake of stealing his vineyard. 
Here, the theft is seen as an atrocity, equal in weight to the murder itself: 

And the word of the Eternal came to Elijah the Tishbi, saying: “Arise, go 
down to meet Ahab King of Israel, who is in the Shomron, in the vineyard 
of Naboth, where he has gone to possess it. And you will speak to him, 
saying, ‘us says the Eternal: Have you murdered, and also taken posses-
sion?’ And you shall speak to him, saying, ‘us says the Eternal: In the 
place where the dogs licked the blood of Naboth shall the dogs lick your 
blood, even yours.’”29

e rabbinic tradition, as well, emphasized the gravity of acts that violate 
another’s property, equating them with the destruction of the foundations 
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of society. e flood in the time of Noah, for example, was depicted as pun-
ishment for the sins of his generation against the property of others: “Come 
and see how great is the power of thievery,” the Talmud teaches, “for behold, 
the generation of the flood transgressed all, and yet they were not doomed 
until they stretched out their hands to steal.”30

e importance of property rights and the societal obligation to up-
hold them is similarly emphasized in the corpus of legal writings pertain-
ing to ownership. According to the halacha, for example, transference of 
ownership is valid only when accompanied by an “act of acquisition” 
(ma’aseh kinyan), such as erecting a fence around a property or breaking 
down a surrounding fence, acts that signify the assumption of new owner-
ship over the property, or at least the previous owner’s relinquishment of his 
claim.31 An owner’s dominion over his property is signified not only by his 
right to transfer, or to refuse to transfer, his assets to another, but also by his 
ability to do with his property what he wishes, even if that means its neglect 
or destruction. is is developed, for example, in a ruling of the Mishna, 
where it is written that if someone tells his friend, “Tear my garment,” or 
“Break my pitcher,” the friend is liable for damages; but if the owner explic-
itly exempts his friend from damages, the exemption holds, because he is 
understood to be carrying out the owner’s will.32 While it is possible to de-
bate the details of this ruling, it is clear that everything turns on the owner’s 
will with regard to the object. Ownership, in other words, is understood to 
be so complete as to include even the right to destroy one’s own property.33

e definition of ownership as complete dominion is a fundamental 
principle of Jewish law, the aim of which is to preserve the individual’s dig-
nity and sovereignty, and to prevent any encroachment on his dominion 
over his small portion of the material world. e rabbis of the Talmud, 
indeed, pushed the matter to the point of hyperbole: “To rob a fellow man 
even of the value of a peruta,” the Talmud asserts, “is like taking away his 
life from him.”34 Indeed, the right to private property is protected even in 
the most extreme cases. For example, the rabbinic legend tells the story of 
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King David’s deliberations over whether he should set fire to another man’s 
field in order to drive out the Philistines who were hiding there.35 e rab-
bis answer that in all cases in which a person “saves himself through his 
friend’s wealth”—that is, destroys someone else’s property in order to save 
his own life—he must nonetheless pay damages. In other words, even in the 
case of saving a life, which in Jewish law is understood to override nearly 
every law, one is not exempt from paying damages that result from the 
actions taken.36

Yet Judaism’s affirmation of ownership does not end with the protection 
of property; in many places it also encourages the accumulation of wealth. 
Economic success is considered a worthy aim, so long as one achieves it 
through honest means. is stands in remarkable contrast to the classi-
cal Christian view, where the accumulation of wealth is rejected and the 
wealthy are held in contempt. “It is easier for a camel to go through the eye 
of a needle,” Jesus says in the book of Matthew, “than for a rich man to enter 
into the Kingdom of God.”37 In the Jewish view, however, man’s obligation 
to exercise dominion over the world, as a function of his having been cre-
ated in God’s image, brings him to the exact opposite position—to an affir-
mation not of poverty, but of wealth. For wealth that is gained through hard 
work and honest means is, in Judaism, a positive expression of man’s efforts 
as a godly being. “One who benefits from his own labor is greater,” says 
the Talmud, “than one who fears heaven.”38 is stunning assertion is not 
meant to denigrate the fear of heaven, but rather to affirm the principle that 
one who turns his talents into achievements is greater than one who neglects 
his own capacity to strive and create in the world. In the Jewish view, wealth 
that is derived from hard and honest work is considered virtue rather than 
vice; in the rabbinic teachings, such wealth is the lot of the righteous. us 
the legend says of Jacob, who risked his life to save his property: “Said Rabbi 
Elazar…. ‘For the righteous, their property is dearer to them than their 
own body. Why so? Because they do not stretch out their hands to steal.’”39

Worldly wealth, despite having no obvious spiritual content, is even said to 
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contribute to the indwelling of the Divine Presence: “e Divine Presence 
rests only on one who is wise, strong, wealthy, and of great stature.”40

Judaism’s affirmation of wealth becomes even more striking when one 
considers its attitude towards poverty. As opposed to the classical Chris-
tian view, nowhere in Judaism is poverty associated with righteousness. In 
the rabbinic teachings poverty is first of all considered a form of pointless 
suffering. “ere is nothing worse than poverty,” we find in Exodus Rab-
ba. “One who must weigh every penny—it is as though he bears all the 
suffering of the world upon his shoulders, and as though all the curses from 
Deuteronomy have descended upon him.”41 For this reason, Jewish law calls 
upon man to do everything in his power to avoid becoming dependent on 
his community for his welfare. As Rabbi Akiva taught his son: “It is better 
to profane your Sabbath than to become dependent on others.”42 From his 
perspective, man is never excused from taking responsibility for himself, 
and is never allowed to make himself a burden on others. 

Poverty is therefore something which must be avoided at all costs. To 
that end, the sages exhort all men to earn their living through work. Under 
no circumstances are the poor to be absolved of their responsibility through 
the redistribution of wealth. As opposed to the classical Christian view, the 
property of the wealthy in Judaism is entirely theirs, to do with as they wish. 
Even in a society of significant income differences between the wealthy and 
the poor, the poor have no legal claim against the wealthy. Judaism’s concern 
for the poor, which will be discussed at length further on, does not extend 
to the juridical realm; judges are admonished in the Tora not only never to 
skew justice in favor of the wealthy, but likewise never to favor the poor.43

Even in a case of voluntary giving, Jewish law cautions against excessive 
generosity, and forbids a person from donating more than one-fifth of his 
assets, so as not to become poor himself.44 is was expressed powerfully in 
the ruling of Maimonides in his code, Mishneh Tora:

One should never dedicate or consecrate all of his possessions. He who 
does so acts contrary to the intention of Scripture.... Such an act is not 
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piety but folly, since he forfeits all his wealth and will become dependent 
on other people, who may show no pity towards him. Of such, and those 
like him, the rabbis have said, “e pious fool is one of those who cause 
the world to perish.” Rather, one who wishes to spend his money on good 
deeds should spend no more than one-fifth, so that he may be, as the 
prophets commanded, “One who orders his affairs rightly,”45 whether in 
matters of Tora or in the affairs of the world.46

e prohibition against giving too much to the poor is an expression of 
the Jewish view that there never was, nor will there ever be, an ideal state 
of economic equality among all men. e sages emphasized that each man 
is created different from his fellow, and that this difference is an expression 
of every individual’s uniqueness, of every man having been created in the 
image of God. 

According to the Jewish approach to property, then, economic equal-
ity is not only impossible, but even undesirable: Such a condition negates 
the uniqueness of the individual, and therefore negates the image of God 
within him. us the Bible says, “For the poor shall never cease out of the 
land.”47 Economic disparity does not demonstrate the moral corruption of 
society, but the fundamental differences among the individuals whom it 
comprises. 

V

Of course, all this raises the obvious question: What, then, will become 
 of the poor? How, indeed, is society to protect the unfortunate in-

dividual who is unable to support himself and his family?
Some will inevitably argue that it cannot protect him—that is, that 

so strong a concept of property contradicts the obligation to care for the 
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poor, and that any society which adopts it will end up abandoning its weak-
est members to destitution. Yet such a claim misunderstands the Jewish 
conception of man’s role as being created in the divine image. In the Jew-
ish view, man is granted dominion over the world not merely that he may 
benefit from it, but also that he may take responsibility for it. e legal 
understanding of property in Judaism is therefore only one part of a broader 
conception of the role of man in the world, one which plays itself out as well 
in his duty to care for those in need, through the commandment of charity, 
or tzedaka. As Maimonides explains:

e term tzedaka is derived from tzedek, “righteousness”; it denotes the act 
of giving everyone his due, and of showing kindness to every being accord-
ing as it deserves. In Scripture, however, the expression tzedaka is not used tzedaka is not used tzedaka
in the first sense, and does not apply to the payment of what we owe to 
others. When we therefore give the hired laborer his wages, or pay a debt, 
we do not perform an act of tzedaka. But we do perform an act of tzedaka
when we fulfill those duties towards our fellow men which our moral con-
science imposes upon us; e.g., when we heal the wound of the sufferer.48

Fulfilling a legal obligation such as the timely dispensation of wages is not 
considered charity. Rather, charity is something that flows not from a sense 
of justice but from the goodness of one’s character, or the generosity of one’s 
heart. e same “image of God” which enjoins man to delight in this world 
and to exercise dominion over it also obligates him to take responsibility for 
his fellow man, in particular for those in need. e fact of his being created 
in God’s image indeed gives him the legal and moral basis for keeping his 
own interests in clear view and striving to advance them by the sweat of his 
brow. And yet, just as the godliness within him encourages man to work and 
to be productive for his own sake, it also obligates him to care for those who 
cannot care for themselves. Moreover, it is the affirmation of wealth and the 
struggle for it, and the legal protections that are given to wealth once it has 
been attained, which make philanthropy a possibility in the first place. If 
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man did not strive first for his own interests, and if the fruits of his labor 
were not protected, he would have nothing to offer those in need.

For this reason, the sages defined charity foremost as a moral principle, 
not a juridical one. us they admonished those who would take money 
from others in order to give it to the poor: “Better is he who gives a smaller 
amount of his own charity than one who steals from others to give a large 
amount of charity.”49 Again, it is worth comparing this with the classical 
Christian approach, according to which, since all men are equal before God, 
they are all equally entitled to his benevolence. erefore, those possessions 
in excess of our basic needs must be distributed among the poor. Charity, 
according to this view, is not an act of magnanimity so much as the means 
by which man acts as a vessel for God’s grace. And since all are equal before 
God, they are all entitled to the same measure of grace. Christian charity, 
then, is substantively superhuman, and leaves little room for the free choice 
of the individual: Not only is the individual enjoined to give of his wealth 
because it is not really his, he is also obligated to give to those who are not 
close to him, thereby giving expression to the universality of divine grace, 
rather than his own personal feelings of loyalty or mercy. omas Aquinas 
wrote of this quite forcefully:

It would seem that we are not bound to do good to those rather who are 
more closely united to us. For it is written: “When you make a dinner or 
a supper, call not your friends, nor your brethren, nor your kinsmen.”50

Now these are the most closely united to us. erefore we are not bound to 
do good to those rather who are more closely united to us, but preferably 
to strangers and to those who are in want. Hence the text goes on: “But, 
when you make a feast, call the poor, the maimed....”51

In Judaism, however, the idea of charity focuses on the donor and his 
relationship with the poor, not on the recipient. Its aim is to cultivate a sense 
of responsibility, as a moral and religious obligation. For this reason, the 
rabbis maintained that the donor should favor his relatives over strangers: 
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“When choosing between your own poor and the poor of the city, your own 
poor come first.”52 By giving to those for whom he feels a special obligation, 
the donor expresses his self-understanding as a unique individual who takes 
responsibility for those around him. is kind of giving, moreover, empha-
sizes the fact that we are talking not about an act of “justice,” of satisfying 
the just claims of the poor against the wealthy, but about an act of personal 
obligation stemming from his sense of responsibility for those around him. 

is is borne out, moreover, in the specific place Jewish legal codes have 
always given the laws of charity. Charity is always placed among religious 
duties (isur veheter), rather than civil law (isur veheter), rather than civil law (isur veheter dinei mamonot).dinei mamonot).dinei mamonot 53 Although both 
categories are equally binding on the Jew, within Jewish law they are two 
separate worlds, each with its own set of rules and implications, each built 
on very different legal foundations—such that in the proper study of law, 
one is not allowed even to draw conclusions in one realm on the basis of 
examples from the other.54 e first category concerns the obligations man 
has towards God, and covers such subjects as kashrut, idolatry, and family kashrut, idolatry, and family kashrut
purity; the second covers man’s obligations to his fellow man, such as in 
contracts and damages. Whereas laws that pertain to the latter category 
are what make up the system of civic life, their obligations relate to a per-
son’s property: When someone signs a contract, he is committing his estate 
within the context of a social order, and as such the courts are permitted to 
confiscate property in order to effect payment of debts or damages, or to 
place a lien on his property when he cannot pay. Ritual duties, on the other 
hand, cover the relationship between man and God, and they fall solely on 
his moral conscience, not on his property.55

Despite the fact that charity relates to one’s money, it does not fall into 
the category of civil law governing property, but of religious laws governing 
moral and ritual obligations. Man is commanded by God to be sensitive to 
the distress of those in need: “If there be among you a poor man, one of 
your brethren within any of your gates in your land which the Eternal your 
God gives you, you shall not harden your heart, nor shut your hand from 
your poor brother: But your shall open your hand wide to him.”56 us 
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R. Joseph Karo, author of Shulhan Aruch, included charity in the Yoreh De’a 
section of his work, which refers to religious obligations such as the observ-
ance of the laws of kashrut,kashrut,kashrut vows, and mourning.57

None of this is meant to undermine in any way the importance of char-
ity as a moral duty. On the contrary, Jewish tradition views the command-
ment to give charity as one of the most important of religious obligations. 
is sentiment is expressed in the words of Maimonides, who wrote in his 
Mishneh Tora that “We must be more diligent in obeying the commandment Mishneh Tora that “We must be more diligent in obeying the commandment Mishneh Tora
to give charity than any other positive commandment.”58 As Maimonides 
further attests, tradition has always found charity to be a staple of Jewish 
society: “We have never seen nor heard of a Jewish community that did not 
have a charity box.”59 e point here, rather, is that by enshrining it on the 
moral, rather than civil-legal, plane, Judaism expresses a radically different 
understanding of the individual’s “image of God” than that expressed in 
Catholicism and, subsequently, socialism: Man is encouraged to be a strong, 
creative, and responsible person, one who builds his wealth so that he may 
take responsibility both for himself and for those around him. 

e essentially religious, rather than civil, nature of charitable enforce-
ment begins with the agricultural laws from which it is derived. It is a moral-
religious, rather than a civic-legal, idea which undergirds the laws of ma’aser 
ani (tithing one’s harvest for the poor), leket (leaving for the poor those 
sheaves that have fallen behind during the harvest), and pe’a (leaving a cor-pe’a (leaving a cor-pe’a
ner of the field, vineyard, or orchard unharvested for the poor). In none of 
these cases is there implied a limit to the accumulation of wealth, but rather 
a minimum of charitable giving as a portion of one’s wealth. e religious 
focus of these laws is underscored, moreover, by their presentation in the 
Bible and rabbinic literature together with the laws of teruma and ma’aser, 
tithes that support the priests and Levites, who are charged with conducting 
the worship of God in the Temple—in other words, tithes that are ritual in 
essence. Again, these laws have all been traditionally classified in the area 
of ritual law (dinei isur veheter) rather than civic law (dinei isur veheter) rather than civic law (dinei isur veheter dinei mamonot)—dinei mamonot)—dinei mamonot
meaning that they do not curtail property rights or invoke a notion of civic 
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justice, but instead establish a moral and religious duty to maintain a divine 
link to the land, to care for the needy, or to support a priestly class.

With the emergence of urban society in mishnaic times, poverty became 
more widespread among the Jews, and the rabbis looked to the old rules as 
a model with which to expand significantly the charitable responsibilities 
placed upon the community. e most important example was the custom 
of giving a tenth of one’s earnings to the poor, derived from the command-
ment to give a tenth of one’s agricultural yield to the poor in the third and 
sixth years of every seven-year agricultural cycle.60 In this way, the sages set a 
minimum for charitable giving, and also permitted those who could to give 
more—up to a fifth of their income—a philanthropic system that continues 
until our own day. 

Moreover, the rabbis authorized the community to compel its members 
to fulfill their obligations to the poor. e office of the “charity collector” 
(gabai tzedaka) was established and empowered by the community to col-
lect, distribute, and manage its charitable funds.61 e Talmud, which raises 
the issue on several occasions, refers to these individuals as “people in au-
thority,” or people who are authorized to extract collateral from those who 
refuse to give to the poor.62 Indeed, their job is viewed as so important that 
they are authorized to take this collateral at any time, “even on the eve of 
the Sabbath.”63

It is this provision for enforcement that was taken by a number of mod-
ern writers as the basis for identifying in Judaism the origins of distributive 
justice.64 However, this is an incorrect reading. As we have seen earlier, the 
central logic of socialism begins with the Christian belief that because it is 
wrong to retain wealth in excess of one’s needs, individual property rights 
are limited; government, according to socialism, is therefore charged with 
the duty of redistributing excess wealth in order to limit the economic gaps 
between rich and poor, leading towards an ideal of economic equality. In 
the rabbinic sources, however, coercive authority comes from a different 
source altogether: Not as a means of distribution and justice, but as a way of 
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enforcing a minimum level of moral and religious rectitude among its citi-
zens. It is a moral corrective, not an economic one. 

Unlike most modern conceptions which hold that “moral” obligations 
are essentially unenforceable by society, Jewish tradition holds that such 
laws are enforceable, and they in fact have been enforced by communities 
over the generations. Jewish law recognizes the need to impose moral and 
religious principles on individuals, in order to foster righteousness among 
citizens and sustain them in the community. e rabbis called this “setting 
the boundaries,” or migdar milta.65 In this spirit, Maimonides ruled:

He who does not want to give charity, or gives less than is proper, will be 
forced to do so by the rabbinical court, even to the point of striking him, 
until he gives his due, and the court will examine and assess his property 
in his presence, and take what is proper for him to give. And they may take 
collateral for charity, even on the eve of the Sabbath.66

It is important to note that the use of physical coercion in dealing with 
rebellious behavior (makat mardut) is not restricted to the enforcement makat mardut) is not restricted to the enforcement makat mardut
of charity, but appears in many areas—always, however, as an essentially 
pedagogical tool, meant to bring a wayward individual back to the fold of 
the righteous. e intended target is not man’s property, but his character. 
We see this same idea in the ruling known as “enforcing to prevent the 
vice of Sodom” (kofin al midat sedom), which holds that an unjustifiably 
spiteful person—someone who refuses to help his fellow man even though 
he stands to lose nothing by it—may be compelled to do the right thing. 
Again, enforcement is not aimed at the person’s property, but rather at his 
virtue, in an effort to set him on the proper moral path. A similar example 
concerns the vindictive husband who refuses to release his wife through a 
writ of divorce, despite the fact that their marriage has ended for all intents 
and purposes. According to Maimonides, if he does not voluntarily give the 
writ, the courts are authorized to “strike him until he says, ‘I am willing.’”67

Although this view is not universally held by the halachic authorities, it is 
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nonetheless derived from a clearly ritual source: A statement in the Talmud 
according to which the individual may be compelled to bring sacrifices at 
the Temple even though he does not wish to do so; they should “force him 
until he says, ‘I am willing.’”68

e enforcement of charitable giving, then, exists entirely on the 
moral and ritual, rather than civil and legal, plane. is is not the same 
kind of enforcement as the award of damages or the forced fulfillment of a 
contractual obligation. e aim here is to effect not justice, but virtue—not 
to limit one’s wealth, but to increase personal responsibility. When someone 
refuses to give charitably, it is not the poor person who files a claim against 
him, but the community which seeks to rid itself of wrongdoing. ere is 
no question as to how much money a poor person requires, or what consti-
tutes poverty. ere is only one question: Is the giver acting as a responsible, 
moral individual?

Unlike the classic Christian view, which disdains wealth and considers 
property rights to be limited to man’s basic needs, Judaism praises man’s 
financial independence, encourages him to work hard and to create and 
to enjoy the fruits of his labor, so long as they are obtained honestly. But 
Judaism insists that man also exhibit a sense of responsibility for his world, 
including the plight of the needy. It is this combination of honest labor and 
the giving of charity that mark the true fulfillment of man’s divine nature. 
Uniquely entrusted with sovereignty over this world, man not only will  
be strong and independent, but will also temper his power with a sense of 
responsibility.
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VI

Unlike the socialist outlook, Judaism holds a fundamentally positive 
 view of individual wealth. Property is an expression of man’s sov-

ereignty, his capacity to rule over the material world, so that he may ben-
efit from it, care for it, and perfect it through creative acts. It is the most 
apparent means through which “God’s image” is expressed in human life. 
It is the necessary and inevitable outcome of man’s uniqueness among all 
God’s creatures. 

In Judaism, sovereign control over one’s property is not conditional 
upon giving charity. e opposite is true: e ability to give charity is 
conditional upon private wealth. is is reflected in Jewish civil law, which, 
as we have seen, forcefully defends individual property rights. is does 
not mean, of course, that Judaism’s view of a good society is based solely 
on the institution of private property, or that it disregards the plight of the 
poor. On the contrary, Jewish law insists that man take responsibility for 
his fellow man, show compassion, and give charity. is is only possible, 
however, when man has full control over his property and is free to accumu-
late wealth through honest means. Man’s responsibility for his fellow man 
does not impinge upon his legal right of ownership, but is a powerful moral 
demand. Charity is a deed that flows from strength of character rather than 
the weakness of one’s claim to property. It is a mark of responsibility, and as 
such it can only have meaning when one has the legal freedom to do with 
one’s property as he wishes.

Is it possible to draw conclusions from this with respect to economic 
policy? It is fair to suggest that any economic system that sets severe limits 
on the individual’s control over his property, restricts the degree of wealth 
one may attain through honest means, or undermines his capacity to give 
charity voluntarily is inconsistent with a desire to enable man to act in ac-
cordance with the Jewish understanding of the godliness within him. An 
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economic system based on the redistribution of income with the aim of 
fostering economic equality is likely to violate many of these basic tenets. 
By supporting a great portion of its population through transfer payments, 
such a system encourages dependence and undermines the value of hard 
work and creative innovation. At the same time, the heavy taxation required 
to sustain such a system seems to violate the basic right to private property, 
and undermines the incentive to work, innovate, and take responsibil-
ity. e Jewish approach seeks to encourage individual responsibility and 
innovation among both society’s most successful and its poorest members, 
for it is in these qualities that man acts as one created in God’s image. 

None of this is to say that the government cannot create a safety net for 
society’s poor through taxes. If citizens are given the economic breathing 
room to support the needy through philanthropy, it is legitimate to de-
mand that all citizens contribute a minimum amount to that end—perhaps all citizens contribute a minimum amount to that end—perhaps all
even using the biblical model of a ten-percent minimum of charitable 
contribution. Regardless of the way it is implemented, what makes a wel-
fare system accord with the principles of a Jewish economics is not that the 
solution to economic distress be laid solely on the shoulders of individuals, 
but that it be found through policies which encourage a sense of respon-
sibility among all citizens, wealthy and poor. True charity stems, first and 
foremost, from the goodness of one’s heart, and not from the mechanism 
of coercion. In the words of Rabbi Elazar: “e reward of charity depends 
entirely upon the kindness in it.”69
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